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The 335i/d-Look for the BMW 1 series E82 Coupé and the E88 Convertible
insidePerformance makes it possible
The Tuner insidePerformance, settled in the Hessian Einhausen (Germany), now offers exhaust
systems with 335i/d-Design for every BMW 1 series models E82 and E88. Already known and
respected for exhaust systems in the 4-pipes M3 Design for each vehicle of the BMW-series (E46 &
E90-E93), the main focus of that attractive and specialised company, lies at the high quality and the
usability of the exhaust systems and Carbon fiber parts for vehicles produced by BMW, again.
The discreetly-sporty rear view, including exhaust pipes on both sides, was only provided for the
E90-E93 models of the successfully but now discontinued BMW 3 series and their top models 335i
and 335d. InsidePerformance made a revolution about this issue and presented a 2x1-pipes-exhaust
system (right and left) in the 335i/d look for the last BMW 1 series.
Even the BMW 3 series top model of the E82 model, the 135i, not offered those sporty look of the
BMW 3 series. For the BMW 1 series E82 (Coupé) and the E88 (Convertible), insidePerformance
now developed a stainless-steel sport-exhaust-system, which gives the special vehicle a powerful
sound, a discreetly-sporty view and offers exhaust technic in impeccable quality. The sound variations
are individually selectable as well! Selectable are two different sound levels: starting with voluminous,
athletic, robust and vibrant sound and ending with a martial export-version, the offered sound level
is wide and leaves no wish unfulfilled. From an unobtrusive sound up to a startling sound, everything
is possible.
Also the at the design of the 335i/d optic oriented exhaust system, offers a weight loss (ca. 50%),
an optimised back pressure and increased performance. For a 335i the reachable increased
performance lies between 4 and 7 HP. That appropriate increased torque lies circa between 7 and 10
Nm. Both of the 2x90, active tailpipes in a convolute 335i style, provide a powerful sound – the whole
installation offers an uniform exhaust gas stream coming out of both, the right and the left, tailpipe.
The exhaust system is suitable and optimises manufactured, installed and delivered, for every single
engine variant.
The perfect match for the 335i/d look is the rear diffuser made by insidePerformance. Ready for
installation on every E82 or E88 model with M-technique rear spoiler, the rear diffuser is perfectly
made for demanding costumers and offers a perfect copy of the 335i/d design in combination with the
incredible exhaust system. The old rear diffuser is trouble free replaced by the proprietary model. The
performance rear diffuser provides a sporty look and is available in either glass-reinforced plastic
(GRP) or Carbon fibre.

The unique and accurately sport-exhaust-systems made by insidePerformance, are made of highgrade stainless steel. Based on the smart concept (typical for insidePerformance), no costly
modifications are required to install the components of the exhaust-system. Therefore the modification
is completely traceable to the original status.
The installation of the exhaust-system could naturally also be taken by insidePerformance. The
associated garage and their professional staff give advice and support and have a lot of experiences
in the field of professional car-tuning. Due to the simple installation concept, the exhausting-system
can also be sent to interested customers. It is approved for installation by professional garages and
self-assembly. Installation instructions are available at www.insideperformance.de or on direct
demand.
The 335i-design exhaust-system is available for the following BMW E82 and E88 of the BMW 1
series (based on the original conditions, with no trailer hitch): 118d/120d (N47), 123d, 118i/120i (N43),
118i/120i (N46N), 125i (N52N), 128i (USA only N51), 135i (N54) and 135i (N55).
The Company insidePerformance also provides a sound-, optic- and quality satisfaction
guarantee for every costumer – no purchase risk!
Needless to say, the 335i-look exhausting system is TÜV-tested and approved in the field of
German road traffic regulations.
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335i/d-optic for every BMW 1 series E82/E88
Different sound levels possible
role model oriented exhausting system (BMW 3 series 335i/d)
2x90 active tailpipes with uniform exhaust gas stream
weight loss, optimised back pressure, increased performance, increased torque
guaranteed quality and composition
100% deconstruct-able
Suitable available: removable rear diffuser, optionally of carbon or plastic
TÜV-tested
self-assembly or foreign-assembly possible
100% Sound-Satisfaction Guarantee (for gasoline-vehicles)
100% Optic- and Quality-Satisfaction Guarantee (for each model)
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